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Purpose of this documentation
A newsletter is the merging of article content with article templates, articles with newsletter
templates and newsletter templates with contact data. This document highlights how this process
works and how it is deployed. We will show you examples to get acquainted with the development of
newsletter templates in Tripolis Dialogue.

The content module
The content module provides the ability to create, design and send both emails and SMS. In e-mail
communication, we differentiate between direct e-mails and newsletters. A newsletter consists of
one or more articles which are placed in one or more sections. Through the use of templates you can
re-use the layout of dynamic content, simply by adding articles to a section. With a direct mail, HTML
source text can be instantly added to the template of the e-mail to send. This method is often used
for a unique single expression or transactional e-mail, like notification/subscription email. In this
document we will focus on the creation of newsletters.

Using templates.
With frequent publishing, it can be desirable to permanently store the layout of the newsletter and
periodically update the content. Through the use of templates, the user is able to separate content
and layout functionality. So you only need to enter content. It is also possible to import the content
using a RSS2.0 or ATOM feed.
An RSS / ATOM feed is XML content based on agreed norms for the sharing of this content.

Freemarker template engine.
For dynamic parts of the newsletters, Tripolis Dialogue is using the open source template engine
“Free Marker” (version 2.3.9) (http://www.freemarker.org). FreeMarker is a free scripting language
that allows you to include conditional content in your newsletter.

Tripolis Dialogue Object Properties
With FreeMarker it is possible to access various objects used by Tripolis Dialogue. It is possible to
access the subject of a newsletter, name or position of the article or the name of the section using
FreeMarker code. Below is an overview of the various properties:
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Content properties
in addition to our default properties, Tripolis Dialogue allows setting custom content properties.
Since version 3.20, properties set on type level (SETUP > Content > Newsletter / Direct email type)
are automatically inherited by each edition of that type.
In version 3.22 we have introduced the usage of Freemarker scripting, contact merge fields and
external content (e.g. xmlImporter) in the property values.
It’s also possible to use properties within properties. This facilitates breaking down complex
properties that apply logic or other scripting.
An important note for using properties that contain contact fields inside a newsletter template:
if a property contains contact fields within if-statements or switch statements, it’s necessary to wrap
the contact field with <#noparse></#noparse>. This is not necessary if the property only contains
contact fields without if- or switch statements

Newsletter properties
${newsletterdefinition.label} = newsletter type label.
${newsletter.subject} = newsletter subject.

Section properties
${section.label} = section label.
${section.name} = section name.
${section.id} = section identifier/id.
${section.articles} = list of articles in the section.

Article properties
${article.label} = Article label.
${article.id} = Article identifier/unique ID.
${article.modifiedDate} = Date of last modification.
${article.section} = Name of section containing the article (not a Section object).
${article.position} = Position of an article within a section.
${article.fields} = List of article fields.
${article.content} = Rendered article content

Mailjob properties
${mail.job.id} = Mailjob encrypted ID.
${mail.job.subject} = Mailjob subject.
${mail.job.fromName} = “From: “-name used in mailjob.
${mail.job.fromAddress} = “From: “-address used in mailjob.
${mail.job.sourceName} = The name of the group of recipients for this mailing.
${mail.job.contentName} = Name of this newsletter/directmail edition.
${mail.job.sourceId} = the encrypted ID of the group the mailing was sent to.
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OnlineViewer properties
<#if onlineViewer>
${request.userAgent.browser} = Browser.
${request.userAgent.browser.browserType} = Type of browser.
${request.userAgent.browser.manufacturer} = Browser’s manufacturer.
${request.userAgent.operatingSystem} = Operating system.
${request.userAgent.operatingSystem.manufacturer} = Manufacturer operating system.
${request.userAgent.operatingSystem.mobileDevice?string} Mobile device (Boolean)
</#if>

It is also possible to pass HTTP query strings in the onlineViewer link e.g.:
http://td42.tripolis.com/public/preview?contactId=${contact.contactId}&jobId=${contact.jobId}&ge
nder=m&color=yellow
To output the variables gender and color in the online version of this example, use:
${request.gender!"backup text"}
${request.color!"backup text"}

Contact properties
All contact-database fields/properties are accessible for use in newsletter or direct mails.
Examples: ${contact.firstname}, ${contact.lastname} or ${contact.companyname}.
You can access the encrypted contact-ID using ${contact.encryptedContactId}. This ID is used when
communicating with the Tripolis Dialogue webservices.

Custom properties
Dialogue offers the ability to set properties for a database, group, newsletter or direct email type and
or editions. Properties of email types cannot be called directly.
Starting from 3.20, newsletter and direct email type properties are inherited when creating a new
edition.
These properties are located under Properties (see to image below)
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Syntax of the property placeholder: ${dialogue.<object>.property.<key>}
For example: the group property in the image below can be merged by making use of:
${dialogue.group.property.header}

The following variables are available:
Edition property:
${dialogue.content.property.<key>}
Database property:
${dialogue.contactdatabase.property.<key>}
Group property
${dialogue.group.property.<key>}

Starting from 3.22 Dialogue allows scripting in the property value(s).
An example:

${dialogue.content.property.myKey} displays the merged result in of the following script in your
template:
<#if contact.lastname?has_content>
<p>Dear ${contact.lastname!}</p>
<#else>
<p>Dear contact</p>
</#if>
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Object property availability
Not all object properties are available at all times. This has to do with the different FreeMarker
merge phases in Tripolis Dialogue.

Tripolis Dialogue merge phases
In Tripolis Dialogue, a newsletter is created for transmission in several steps. These steps are also
called merge-phases. When sending a direct mail, the merge-stage contains only one phase instead.
This is the phase where the mail and contact data snapshot are merged.
For developing the newsletter templates in Tripolis Dialogue, it is important to know which merge
phases exist and what data is available at various points in the process.

•
•
•
•

The article properties are accessible from within the article template (merge phase 1).
The newsletter- and section properties are accessible from within the newsletter templates
(merge phase 2).
The mailjob properties are accessible in both the article and newsletter templates (merge
phase 1 and 2), some properties will not have a value assigned to them until phase 3.
The contact properties are only accessible during merge phase 3.
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Phase 1
The content of the articles is merged with the associated article template.
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Phase 2
Next, these items are merged together with the newsletter template and an email snapshot created.

The contact data is only available in the third merge phase. When you try to merge contact-data in
Phase 1 or Phase 2, it will result in an error. To temporarily disable the parsing of Free Marker code
during phase 1 or 2, the noparse statement can be used. This ensures that the Free Marker merge
code will not be executed until Phase 3.
The noparse statement causes the code to be ignored until Phase 3 is active.

<#noparse>
This code is only executed during phase 3: ${contact.email}
</#noparse>
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Phase 3
Contact data is merged with the snapshot, after which the individual e-mails and online previews will
be prepared for delivery.
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NEWSLETTER TEMPLATES
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Collecting Information
Newsletter Terminology
When creating a newsletter template, your design will have to be divided into one or more sections.
These can be thought of as placeholders for the articles. You can, for example, create a section for
news articles and a section for the ads. Articles can be placed in any section. Every article is based on
an underlying article-type. This way, it is possible to classify articles into classes like 'ads' or 'news'.
Each article-type consists of one or more article-fields, which are user-definable. This allows you, for
example, to create an article-type called 'news' with article-fields like 'title', 'body', 'link', 'image', etc.

Preparations for your Newsletter Template
Before creating a newsletter template in Tripolis Dialogue, it is good practice to first gather the
necessary information and make sure you have a rough sketch of what the layout of the newsletter
should be. We recommend printing out the design for the newsletter using a printer, and then
determine which sections will need to be created, which article-types are needed and which articlefields should be defined for each article-type.

Determining your Sections
As mentioned before, content-components (articles) that are not part of the unchanging layout of a
newsletter, should be grouped into sections. For example, there could be separate sections for news,
background articles or advertising. You can also create sections to determine where in your template
the articles are placed. This allows you to create sections for a left and a right column. The rendering
of the article will then be based on the section an article is placed in.
This means that the same article may be rendered differently when the article is moved from the left
column section to the right column section, without the article-content itself being altered.
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Determining your Article Types
In defining article types, you determine what articles should be placed in the newsletter. When
creating a newsletter edition, the editors fill the article fields with content. Usually, one and the same
article type can be used for different parts of the newsletter. This way, it is possible to create a single
article-type for articles in different sections of different newsletters. For example, you can create an
article-type 'news' and use this for different sections in your newsletter. It is therefore not necessary
to create a new article-type for each new section.

Within the same workspace, article-types are available to be used in other newsletters
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Determining your Article Fields.
An article-type consists of one or more article fields. Determine which article-fields should be created
to fill the articles with content. By using separate article-fields for pictures, titles, links, etc., for
example.

De following article-field types are available
•
•
•
•
•
•

text field
text area
RTF text area
URL
Image
Color

Choose the article-field type that corresponds to the data you want to store in it.
The RTF textarea field gives the user the option of formatting the text. If you want to keep the layout
exclusively stored in your newsletter template, and not in the articles themselves, you should use the
textarea field on the RTF textarea field

Text field
A text field can be used to enter a small amount of text. The title of a news article, for example.
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Textarea
A textarea can be used to enter multiple lines of text. The user has no possibility of adjusting the
formatting of text. It is possible to merge contact data directly into the textarea.

RTF Textarea
With a rich textarea, the user is able to add layout/html to input text. The option to include
hyperlinks and images is also available in rich textareas.

URL
A URL field shows the user the option to enter a URL, which will be verified for correctness.

Image
The image field allows for the possibility of adding an image from the media repository to an article.
The image field has several properties which you can access:
• URL (location of the file)
• Height
• Width
• Title
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Color
The color field shows the user a color palette to choose a color. The color is then stored as a
hexadecimal value.

Entering Data
Name and label.
During the creation of various elements in Tripolis Dialogue, you are prompted to enter a label for
these elements. From this label a name is generated. You can change this name to your liking
When referring to different elements in your template, or a soap call to the API, you should always
use the name.
It is advisable to use logical and intelligible names. A label for the html template of a new article
could be "news article html template”. Dialogue will auto-generate the following name:
"newsarticlehtmltemplate”.
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Steps
When entering data in Tripolis Dialogue, you should take the following steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Create
Create
Create
Create
Create
Create

newsletter type.
article types.
article fields.
newsletter sections
newsletter template (HTML and text).
article template.

Creating a Newsletter-type
Here you enter the newsletter type properties, such as the default sender name / email and
optionally the default subject of the newsletter.

It is also possible to copy existing newsletter-types.
Often there is a validation whether the originating server (Tripolis) is authorized for sending mail on
behalf of the specified email address (validation based on SenderID). Tripolis can be authorized to
send mail by adjusting the dns-records of the sender-domain.
SenderID is an authentication method based on the header from-address (visible in the inbox of the
recipient).
SPF (Sender Policy Framework) is an authentication method based on the envelope-from address (not
visible in the inbox of the recipient). All e-mails sent by Tripolis validate based on SPF.
For more information on SenderID and SPF, contact Tripolis Support.
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Creating Article-types
Here you determine the names of the article types such as “news_artikel' or 'ad'.

Creating Article-fields
Here you determine the names and properties of the article-fields. The following field types are
available:
•
•
•
•
•

Text field
Text area
RTF text area
URL, Image
Color
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Creating Newsletter Sections
Here you determine the names for the various sections such as "left column" or "advertisements".

You can include a default article type. If filled in, this type will be used by default when creating new
articles for this section.

Newsletter sections based on RSS feeds
It is also possible to fill a section with articles generated from the items in an RSS feed. The articles
are automatically generated by Tripolis Dialogue when a new newsletter edition is created. These
feed articles can be edited like regular articles and can be used across different newsletters within
the same workspace.
To create a section containing RSS feeds, the following steps need to be taken:
-

Create a new section and specify the url of the RSS and/or ATOM feed.
Create an article-template based on the automatically generated “feed article type” articletype.
Include a reference to this section in your newsletter template.

Enter a label and name; there is no need to enter a default article type (the article type is generated
automatically). Fill out an RSS url and optionally specify how many items should be retrieved. Check
the “RSS active” checkbox, if you leave this option unchecked, no articles will be generated.
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When creating an RSS section, a feed-article type with the corresponding fields
is generated by Tripolis Dialogue.

You can easily access these fields from within your article template using ${fieldname}, for example
${link} or ${title}.
Do not forget to include your section-articles in your newsletter HTML template using the
@getarticles of @getsection statement.
Tripolis Dialogue supports the RSS 2.0 and ATOM standards for importing XML feeds.
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Creating a Newsletter Template
This is where you enter the template source-code in the newsletter, including references to the
sections that will be used. These sections can then later be filled with articles.
Perform this step for both the text and HTML version of the newsletter template.

A section of related articles is retrieved via the following code:

<@getsection name="article">
<#list section.articles as article>
${article.content}
</#list>
</@getsection>

'Name' is the reference to the previously created section. Repeat this piece of code for each section.
You can also use the abbreviated code to display the articles of "article" section:
<@getarticles sectionname="article" />
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Creating Article Templates
Articles which are placed in a section should have article-templates for each corresponding articletype. The use of article templates allows you to control how the corresponding article-types will be
rendered/displayed in your mailing.

The content of various article-fields within an article-type can be retrieved using the
“${<fieldname>}” FreeMarker reference.
It is also possible to create templates for the text-versions of the article types.
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INTRODUCTION TO FREEMARKER
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What is FreeMarker?
FreeMarker is a template engine that can be used for personalizing and conditioning the way data is
being displayed. It is possible to control the contents/layout of an e-mail based on contact data.
Starting from Dialogue version 3.25 we have updated FreeMarker from 2.3.18.1 to version 2.3.2.
Personalization based on a contact’s gender.

<#if contact.gender = "M">
<p>Dear sir ${contact.lastname!}</p>
</#if>
<#if contact.gender = "F">
<p>Dear mrs. ${contact.lastname!}</p>
</#if>

This allows you to change the content of a newsletter dynamically, based on gender, age, interests,
etc. It is also possible to include an entire article (or not) based on specified conditions.
Conditional lay-out based on section.

<#if article.section
<p style=”font-size:
<#if article.section
<p style=”font-size:

= "left">
24px;”><b><u>${title}</u></b></p> </#if>
= "right">
12px;”>${title}</p> </#if>

You can specify how an article should be rendered, depending on whether, for example, it is posted
in a left-side or right-side section.
FreeMarker is a comprehensive scripting language; This document will only cover a small selection of
it’s possibilities. Using examples, we will show some practical free marker applications.
For a complete reference please see the freemarker online manual: http://freemarker.org/docs/

Using contact database-fields
The value of a variable in Free Marker can be obtained by using the code: ${variable}.
Dear mr. ${contact.lastname}

All contact data can be retrieved using: ${contact.contactdatafield}, where ‘contactdatafield’ is the
name of a contact field from the contact database.
Note: the first character of a name (contact data/properties) can't be a ASCII digit (0-9). See
Freemarker’s documentation on this specific matter.
When merging contact-data, Free Marker checks if the variable and its value are available.
Imagine your contact database contains an optional contact-field called “gender”. Now it may be that
for some of your contacts, this data is not filled in. When retrieving this information in your code
using ${contact.gender}, Free Marker will not be able to find the data and will terminate the
merge/sending of the mailing with an error.
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To prevent the merger/delivery to stop with an error, you are able to specify whether a variable is
expected to have a value or not. You do this by placing an exclamation point after the name of the
variable, for example: ${contact.gender!}. With this addition, Free Marker will not produce an error if
the specified variable does not contain a proper value, and the delivery of the mail will continue as
normal.
Delivery will continue when the “lastname”-field does not contain a value

Dear mr. ${contact.lastname!}

In the case certain data for certain contacts is unknown, it is possible to specify a default value that is
to be used instead:
Use “mr./ms.” When the salutation data is not set.

Dear ${contact.salutation!"mr./ms."} ${contact.lastname?cap_first}

For a contact with lastname “Jansen” and no salutation data in it’s contact-record, this will result in
the following output
Dear mr./ms. Jansen

By adding the term ?cap_first at the end of the freemarker expression, the first letter of the a stringvalue will be put into upper-case.

Assigning a value to a variable
There are multiple ways to assign a value to a variable in FreeMarker:
<#assign variable=value>

or
<#assign variable=value variable2=value2 variableX=valueX>

or
<#assign variable> value </#assign>

You can read the value of a variable by using the code ${variable}.

Check to see if a variable has an assigned value
To check whether a variable has a value assigned to it, the “?has_content” suffix can be used after
specifying the variable/contactfield.
Using “!” is not necessary as the value is already checked by ?has_content.

<#if contact.musictaste?has_content>
Order the latest ${contact.musictaste} cd’s now!
</#if>
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Variable types
String
For storing text.

Int
Integer numerical values. Dialogue uses 32-bit integers, so the range of values for this type should be
between -2.147.483.648 and +2.147.483.647.

Boolean
For using true/false values.

Decimal
Floating point values (For instance, for storing financial data).

Date
Date field. Notation: yyyy-mm-dd

Datetime
Date and time field. Notation: yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss

Picklist
Key-value field. You can add a number of pickable options to a picklist, and add their accompanying
values.Example M = male, F = female, N = unknown.

Email
Email field. Default type for storing email-addresses. By using this type for storing email-addresses,
the addresses automatically get checked for syntactical correctness. A domain-check on the domain
of the address is also performed. Invalid or malformed email-addresses will be rejected.

Mobile
Field used to store mobile Phone numbers. This field-type is required when using the sms module to
send SMS messages.
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Conditional statements
<#if this is true>
do this
<#elseif that is true>
do that
<#else>
do this when neither conditions are matched
</#if>
if/else statement in Freemarker

<#if contact.gender = "m">
<p>Dear mr. ${contact.lastname!}</p>
<#elseif contact.gender = "f">
<p>Dear ms. ${contact.lastname!}</p>
<#else>
<p>Dear mr/ms. ${contact.lastname!}</p>
</#if>

Key – value pairs
It is possible that the values in the database are not clear for the reader. It is possible that your
database contains a field contact.geslacht with the values 'm', 'f', n (male, female, not set). These
values can be translated to readible values using key/value pairs:
Key-value pairs are a quick solution for substituting database values with readible labels.

<#assign categories = {"f":"ms.", "m":"mr.”, "n":"ms./mr."}>
Dear ${categories[contact.gender]!"ms./mr."} ${contact.lastname}

For a contact.gender value of ‘n’ and a lastname of ‘Jansen’, this will give the following output:
Dear ms./mr. Jansen

Switch statement
It might be useful to generate different output based on a number of similar conditions. In this case
you can then use the switch statement. This generates the output based on a number of similar
conditions (cases).
A switch statement can produce more readible code then an if/else statement.

<#switch contact.geslacht>
<#case "M">
<p>Dear mr. ${contact.firstname} ${contact.lastname}</p>
<#break>
<#case "F">
<p>Dear ms. ${contact.firstname} ${contact.lastname}</p>
<#break>
<#default>
<p>Dear mr./ms. ${contact.firstname} ${contact.lastname}</p>
</#switch>
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List statement
The list statement can be used to iterate/loop through a list of values/objects.
<#assign AllValues = ["Ape","Nut","Macadamia"]>
<ul>
<#list AllValues as value>
<li>${value}</li>
</#list>
</ul>

This code will result in:
Ape
Nut
Macadamia

Images
When using an article field of type 'Image', various Image parameters are accessible from within
FreeMarker. For example, it is possible to retrieve the height and width, or the title of an image. The
properties of an image field are accessible using the following methods:
${newsimg.url}
${newsimg.title}
${newsimg.height}
${newsimg.width]

link to external location of the image
Image title
Image height (in pixels)
Image width (in pixels)
Using Freemarker to access the attributes of an image-type article field

<img src="${newsimg.url}" alt="${newsimg.title}" title="${newsimg.title}"
height="${newsimg.height}" width="${newsimg.width}" />

Tags
Tags can be assigned to one or more articles. These tags can be accessed using the following code
(from within the article template):
<#list article.tags as tag>
${tag}
</#list>

When importing articles through an RSS or ATOM feed, the category field in the feed will be used as
tag.
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Date and time
To use values for the current time from within FreeMarker, the “currentdate” object can be used
from within your FreeMarker code:
${currentdate.date} = current date
${currentdate.time} = current time
${currentdate.datetime} = current date and time (31-dec-2008 12:51:01)

subtractDates allows you to calculate with dates:
<#assign dateTillDeparture =
subtractDates(contact.departuredate,currentdate.date)/>
Only ${dateTillDeparture("d")} days before leaving this rainy country
<#assign age=substractDates(contact.birthdate, currentdate.datetime)/>
You are ${age.years} years, ${age.days} days, ${age.minutes} minutes,
${age.seconds}
seconds old.

Future dates, available by using the function in the following example (date 10 days in future):
${addDays(currentdate.datetime,10)?date}

For more information on using date/time functions from within Freemarker, see
http://freemarker.org/docs/ref_builtins_date.html

Wordwrap
You can word-wrap text to a new line after a fixed number of characters. To do this, you can use the
‘wrap’ function:
Wrap the contents of the ‘body’ field based on a 50-character line-size.

${body?wrap(50)}

This only works for the text-version of a mailing, as in HTML extra whitespace is ignored.

Randomizer
Users can now use the FreeMarker randomizer function to create a random number to use in a
template. This function requires 2 integer parameters min and max and returns a random number
between those two.
<#assign rand=randomizer(1, 10) />
<#assign rand=randomizer(“0”, “99”) />
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Online viewer link
Tripolis Dialogue you can add an online-viewer link to a mailing. This allows the recipient to view the
mailing as an html page. Personalization is taken into account. You can add an online-viewer link to
your mailing using the following code:
If you cannot read this properly, then click [view_online=here] to view the online
version.

For the text-only version, you can use the following code:
[view_online=]
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There is also the option of using a custom online view link (servlet):
These servlets are located from the public folder: e.g. http://td35.tripolis.com/public or if you have a
cname set up for the public folder, that same folder can be used for your custom online view link.
Online viewer #1
[public_url]/onlineview.html?cid=${contact.encryptedContactId}&mid=${contact.encryp
tedJobId}

Online viewer #2
[public_url]/online/${contact.encryptedJobId}/${contact.encryptedContactId}/view.ht
ml

Online viewer #3
[public_url]/preview?contactId=${contact.contactId}&jobId=${contact.jobId}
(link only works when clicking/linking from published job)

The online html page will, by default, contain a link to itself. To prevent this, you can apply a
condition on the online viewer link. This condition checks whether you are already viewing the
mailing online, and only displays the link if you are not already viewing the page online.
Only show the view-online link inside the original e-mail

<#if !onlineViewer>
If you cannot read this properly, then click [view_online=here] to view the online
version.
</#if>

Encrypt data in mailing
It is possible to encrypt data in your mailings using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with
Cipher Block Chaining Mode (CBC) and the PKCS5PADDING padding scheme.
When the encrypted data is being used as a parameters value in a URL you can decrypt it again on
your website.
Code example to encrypt a contact database field with a key and salt and the PHP code to decrypt
the value again on your website.
Example:
Code to encrypt your data with in the mail:
${contact.field?aesEncrypt('xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx','yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy')}
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx= password (key) yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy = salt Note: Make sure the length
of the salt and the key is 16 characters.
Code for on your website to decrypt you encoded field: <?php function decrypt($key,
$encrypted_text, $iv) {
$td = mcrypt_module_open(MCRYPT_RIJNDAEL_128, '', MCRYPT_MODE_CBC, '');
mcrypt_generic_init($td, $key, $iv); $encrypted_text =
utf8_encode($encrypted_text); $encrypted_text = base64_decode($encrypted_text);
$decrypted_text = mdecrypt_generic($td, $encrypted_text);
mcrypt_generic_deinit($td); mcrypt_module_close($td); return
trim(pkcs5_unpad($decrypted_text));
} function pkcs5_unpad($text) { $pad = ord($text{strlen($text) - 1}); if ($pad >
strlen($text)) return false; if (strspn($text, chr($pad), strlen($text) - $pad) !=
$pad) return false; return substr($text, 0, -1 * $pad); } echo "Usage: decrypt(KEY,
ENCRYPTED VALUE, SALT);" ?>
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Gathering the section data
From within the newsletter template you can use the getsection statement to fetch the article-data
belonging to a specific section. You can use the list statement to display this data. In the example
below, article-data is retrieved from a section called 'news': Fetching article data using the
@getsection statement
<@getsection name="news">
<#list section.articles as article>
${article.content}
</#list>
</@getsection>

By using the list statement, you can loop through all the articles and display them accordingly.
${article.content} contains the result of the merge between article-content and the article-template.

Fetching and displaying all articles
To display all articles belonging to a single section, the getarticles statement can be use. The name of
the section needs to be specified as ‘sectionname’ parameter:
Fetch and display all the articles belonging to the ‘news’ section.

<@getarticles sectionname="news” />

Using an external XML feed
Using Tripolis Dialogue, it is possible to import an external XML feed. You can use the function
xmlImporter(url) for this. This function will fetch an XML feed and make it available for use from
within your templates.
Sample XML file with bingo numbers

<bingo_numbers>
<first_serie>
<row>
<number>2</number>
<number>5</number>
<number>1</number>
<number>8</number>
</row>
<row>
<number>12</number>
<number>15</number>
<number>11</number>
<number>18</number>
</row>
</first_serie>
<second_serie>
<row>
<number>22</number>
<number>25</number>
<number>21</number>
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By assigning this data to a variable and using the list statement, it is possible to easily access the
parent and child nodes of the XML tree.
Filling article content based on external XML feeds

<#assign feed = xmlImporter("http://vedm.net/abcpress/bingo_test.xml")>
Showing first serie:<br />
<#list feed.bingo_numbers.first_serie.row as row>
<#list row.number as number>
${number}
</#list>
</#list>
<br /> Showing second serie:<br />
<#list feed.bingo_numbers.second_serie.row as row>
<#list row.number as number>
${number}
</#list>
</#list>

The code on the bottom of the previous page will result in two rows of numbers:
Showing first serie: 2 5 1 8 12 15 11 18
Showing second serie: 22 25 21 28

Click reporting for personalized XML feeds

Introduced in version 3.23

There is also an XML importer function available that replaces links with clickcounters:
trackingXmlImporter. The trackingXmlImporter enables this.
Note: This should not be used for url’s that have personalized data inside the url, since that would
result in a hyperlink being added for every contact.
Example in a newsletter:
<#noparse> <#assign personalfeed =
trackingXmlImporter(“http://www.tripolistest.com/feedcontact”+contact.cust
omernumber+”.xml” /> </#noparse>

Since not all URL’s in an xml should be tracked, the custom element attribute “tdtrack” can be used
in the xml to prevent a hyperlink from being tracked:
<Foto tdtrack="false">http://images.site.nl/037/647/437_klein.jpg</Foto>

Names and tags can be added by including the attributes “tdname” and “tdtags” in the xml:
<ObjectUrl tdname="Sesame street 3">http://...</ObjectUrl> <ObjectUrl
tdtags="tripolis amsterdam">http://...</ObjectUrl>

Additional options for XML importer

Introduced in version 3.25

With the declaration of an XML imprter one can provide the following optional parameters:
- Number of retries (int – if not set the default is used, which is 3 on most instances
- Pause between retries (int – in seconds, if not set the default is used, which is usually 30s)
- Skip contacts on a 4** response error (Boolean: true/false, if not set a
TemplateModelException is thrown (same as current behavior)).
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The third parameter can be used to skip contacts easily if a feed doesn’t contain data for all contacts
and if a 404 error means that a contact should immediately be skipped. The order of the
parameters is fixed and as listed above. Not all parameters have to be set and empty values are
accepted: xmlImporter(“URL”, “<retries>”, “<pause>”, “<true/false>”)
Some valid examples

<#assign feed = xmlImporter(“https://dummyhosting.nl/”, “2”, “10”, “TRUE”)>
<#assign feed = xmlImporter(“https://dummyhosting.nl/”,”4”)>
<#assign feed = xmlImporter(“https://dummyhosting.nl/”,”1”, “”, “false”)>

Importing external HTML
The webImporter(url) function can be used to import external content and use it directly in your
newsletter. The webImporter gets the data and stores it in a string. This can then be used your
newsletter. This can be useful when you want to use an external party to create your newsletter
layout, without giving them access to Tripolis Dialogue.
Importing and displaying external HTML content

<#assign webcontent = webImporter("http://www.externepartij.nl/intro.html">
<p>${webcontent}</p>

JSON Importer
To import external data from a JSON source, template builders can now use the new jsonImporter.
This works in exactly the same way as our existing xmlImporter, but requires as URL a RESTful API
endpoint that returns JSON data.
Optional parameters are:
- Number of retries (INT – default 3)
- Pause between retries (INT in seconds – default 30)
- Skip contacts on a 4** response error (BOOLEAN, default behaviour is a
TemplateModelException being thrown). The resulting object can be used to list through
with Freemarker similarly to the result of an xmlImporter.
Importing and displaying external HTML content

<#assign beers_info = jsonImporter("http://api.punkapi.com/v2/beers/random","3") />
<#list beers_info as beer_info>
<h1>${beer_info.name}</h1>
<div>${beer_info.description}</div>
<h2>Ingredients</h2>
<#list beer_info.ingredients?keys as ingredient_type>
<h3>${ingredient_type}</h3>
<ul>
<#if beer_info.ingredients[ingredient_type]?is_sequence>
<#list beer_info.ingredients[ingredient_type] as ingredients>
<li> ${ingredients.name} </li>
</#list>
<#else>
<li>${beer_info.ingredients[ingredient_type]}</li>
</#if>
</ul>
</#list>
</#list>
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Tracking JSON Importer
This importer should be used if the JSON url is personalized (contains a variable) and the JSON feed
contains hyperlinks which should be tracked. Our ‘convential’ JSON importer does not track the links
because of our object property availability / merging phases (page #10).
Example in a newsletter

<#noparse> <#assign personalfeed = trackingJsonImporter(
“http://www.tripolistest.com/feedcontact”+contact.c_id+”.json”/>
</#noparse>

Please do not use this method with hyperlinks containing contact variables, since this would create a
unique link in reporting for each contact individually.
Note that with the trackingXmlImporter it is possible to add the option to not track certain links and
to add titles and tags to hyperlinks in the source. Due to the limitations of JSON this is not possible
for the trackingJsonImporter.
The title of the generated tracking link will be the same as the URL and the link type is always “JSON”.

Skipping a contact during publishing
When personalizing content, it can occur that a specific contact has one or more contact-fields unset
or unproperly set. Using the skipContact statement, you can make sure that no mail will be send to
this contact.
By using ${skipContact(“reason for skip”)} the currently processed contact will be skipped and
excluded from delivery, while the provided reason is stored in the database. Using the if statement,
you can specify conditions on which a mail should be skipped.
Skip mail when there’s no content in the ‘personalfeed’ variable

<#if !personalfeed?has_content>
${skipContact("no content available")}
</#if>

The given reason will be included in reports:

FreeMarker in Direct Mails using the WYSIWYG editor
Using FreeMarker code in combination with the WYSIWYG editor requires a couple of changes to
your code, in order to keep it working correctly. The WYSIWYG editor will try to substitute the “<”,
“>” and other symbols with their HTML encoded equivalent. This will make the code unreadable for
the FreeMarker parser. To prevent this, you can use “[“ and “]” instead, and switch to single-quotes.
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When using this mode, you will need to add the “[#ftl]” code right at the very top of your template,
in order to instruct the parser to accept the ‘[]’ parentheses, putting FreeMarker in Template
Language mode.
[#ftl]
<html>
<head>
<title></title>
</head>
<body>
[#assign size = ‘large’]
${size}
</body>
</html>

In stead of:
<#assign size = "large">
${size}

NEWSLETTER EXAMPLE
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Example newsletter template and article template
Using an example we demonstrate how the template system works in Dialogue. As example , we use
a very simple newsletter. It consistsof a header with the title of the newsletter and a personalized
introduction, an article section displays various articles, and a "footer".

Schematic layout of a newsletter
As indicated (in blue, red and green) the distribution of different elements. So you can easily see
which section (s), which article types and which fields are article have to be created.

In the above example we use the following elements:
•
•
•

One section named “news”.
One article-type called “news_article”.
Four article-fields named “title”, “body”, “image”, “url”.

Now create a new newsletter type, after which you can create the article-type, the section and the
article-fields.
For a detailed explanation how to do this in Dialogue, please refer to the Tripolis Dialogue User's
Guide.
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Creating a newsletter template
When the previous steps are successfully completed, you are ready to start making the templates.
First of, make sure you already have the complete newsletter in valid HTML code.
From here on, finishing the template will be as easy as replacing the dynamic parts of the HTML with
FreeMarker code.
Also make sure to include a text version of the newsletter template you are creating. For this
example, the following HTML code was used in the newsletter template:
Example HTML newsletter template on next page

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title></title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />
</head>
<body>
<table width="600" align="center">
<tr>
<td>My first basic newsletter header</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
Hi <#noparse>${contact.firstname!} ${contact.lastname!}</#noparse>,
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<@getsection name="news">
<#list section.articles as article>
${article.content}
</#list>
</@getsection>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footer</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>

As you can see in the first bold piece of code, the contact-data variables are put within 'noparse' tags.
This is because the contact data is available only at the final merge phase. (See "Free Marker merge
stages").
The second bold piece of code specifies that for the section called "news", all article should be
displayed under each other. You will loop through all the articles assigned to the section "news".
HTML used in emails differs from the HTML used on websites because of the limited support for
HTML by the various email-clients.
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Creating an article-template
The newsletter HTML template refers to the section "news" and related articles. These articles are of
the article type "news_article. You are also required to create a template for this article. The article
template will determine the visual (HTML) appearance of the article. Here you will be able to specify
how the various article-fields (title, body, image, URL) will be displayed/rendered.
An example of an article-template based on the sample newsletter looks like this:
The article-templates determines the layout/content of an article.

<table width="100%" cellpadding="5" cellspacing="5">
<tr>
<td>${title!}</td>
<td rowspan="3">
<#if image?has_content>
<img src="${image.url}" height="${image.height}" width="${image.width}"
alt="${title}"/>
</#if>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${body!}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="${url!}" title="${title!}">lees meer</a></td>
</tr>
</table>

Using a table of contents in your newsletter
When there is a large number of articles used in a newsletter, it may be
desirable to provide an index/table of contents of the published articles.
The index can be dynamically constructed using FreeMarker code, based
on the articles that are available from within a section.
In short, the titles of the individual articles are retrieved and then
displayed. An anchor containing the link to the actual article makes sure
you get the right article when clicking on the index.
To create an index the getindex statement can be used. Getindex will
respect any article-conditions that may have been specified for each individual article. Conditions
based on FreeMarker <#if> statements will not be respected.
Create an index/TOC for the articles in the ‘leftcolumn’ and ‘rightcolumn’ sections.

<@getindex sectionname="leftcolumn rightcolumn">
<a href="#${article.section + article.position}">${article.fields.title}</a>
</@getindex>

In the above example, a unique reference is created using the section name and the position of the
article within the section. You can use this reference in your article-template.
Reference for the links in your index/TOC
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<a name="${article.section + article.position}">${title}</a>

Some mail clients do not fully support the use of anchors. The web mail client SquirrelMail, for
example, replaces the references to articles with a link to an external image: blank.gif.

Testing and Publishing
Before sending the final mailing, it is important to test extensively. We recommend creating different
e-mail accounts with various providers, and to create a test group for these accounts within Tripolis
Dialogue.

With e-mail, you're limited in the use of CSS and the use of XHTML is discouraged.

Custom error page for invalid link
Should your final mailing contain an incorrect hyperlink that results in an error, there’s the option in
Dialogue to redirect the recipient to a custom page instead of our default error page where the
recipient is offered to notify Tripolis via an e-mail containing the invalid URL. Invalid links occur
primarily when a contact has been deleted and contact fields are used in the hyperlink.
The URL of the custom error page can be set per client in the [Setup - publishing - mail - properties].
The failed URL will be included in the URL as a parameter, so it can be used on the custom page.
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USING WEBFORMS
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Subscribe/Change/Unsubscribe Procedure.
By sending an email-address to the procedure URL, the registration process is put in motion. As soon
as Tripolis Dialogue receives the e-mail, a confirmation-email is sent to the specified address,
requesting the recipient to confirm his opt-in. After clicking the confirmation link in the e-mail, the
contact is redirected to a landing page where at least the mandatory/required fields (as specified in
the contact database) must be filled in. After the contact data is sent, a “thank you” e-mail
confirming the registration will be sent, after which the contact is made a member of the specified
subscribersgroup.
After unsubscribing, the contact’s status will be changed to unconfirmed, and if a ‘unsubscribers’
group is specified, the contact is placed in this group. If there is no unsubscribe-group specified, the
contact will only be removed from the subscriber-group. The contact will however remain in the
contact database.
You can add a “change” link to the mailing, in order to provide a contact with the possibility to have
the contact change some or all of their personal contact-data. After clicking on the ‘change’ link, the
user will land on a page where he will be allowed to change his/her personal contact-data. There will
be no notification sent when a contact changes his/her contact-data using this method.

Preparing Your Webforms
Before creating a procedure definition, you must first create a direct mail type in your workspace.
The article-type includes the from address and name that will be used in the automated/procedure
e-mails.

The confirmation and thank-you mails can be based on this type as well.

Creating subscriber and unsubscriber groups
You will also need a subscriber group (group type: static or subscriber) where subscribers are to be
added. A unsubscriber group (group type: static) is not required.
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Creating a procedure definition
You can create a procedure from within the setup module, from the content menu. Then select the
desired content workspace, and choose New from the menu under the top of the page.

Enter a name and label for the new procedure and select the e-mail field that is to be used as ‘to:’address when sending the mail. Also specify the correct language.

Specify to which group the new subscribers should be added, and what direct e-mail type should be
used for sending e-mail.

For each of the different phases (login / edit / sign-out), individual e-mails and redirect URLS’s can be
specified. The direct mails used will have to be formatted in a certain way, read more about this
under 'Custom direct mail’. If you have not (yet) created any direct emails for this purpose, you can
use the default e-mails sent by Tripolis Dialogue.
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Under the “unsubscribe” header you are able to specify whether the contacts need to be moved to a
unsubscriber group, or whether the contacts are to be removed from the contact database. Again,
you can specify a redirect-URL to a landing page that will be displayed after the contact has
unsubscribed him/herself.

You have the option to include a reference to an external style sheet. This allows you to give the
pages a personal touch. You can also specify an URL to an image. This image is displayed in the topright of the form by default, but this can be adjusted using the stylesheet.
Default Tripolis Dialogue webforms:

Tripolis Dialogue WebForms with custom stylesheet with the option Display Field Groups enabled.
The field groups are derived from the contact dababase setup:
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Selecting Form-fields
Using the Fields tab, you can select which optional fields you want included in the registration. The
required fields are also shown.

After filling out all the required information, a URL will appear on the bottom of the page. When an
email-address is posted to this URL using a parameter named ‘email’, the registration procedure will
be started for that email-address.
The email parameter can be posted using both the POST and GET methods.
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http://public.tripolis.com/forms/gP3trkbLuGPD_+d+DKbkBA/+HSYj9cbMuUnsV9DH+wZrA/webforms.html

<form method=”post”
action=”http://public.tripolis.com/forms/gP3trkbLuGPD_+d+DKbkBA/+HSYj9cbMuUnsV9DH+w
ZrA/webforms.html”>
<label for=”email”>email: </label>
<input type=”text” id=”email” name=”email” />
<input type=”submit” value=”signon” />
</form

Custom direct mails
From within Tripolis Dialogue you can create Directmails that can be used in the notification flow.
These emails must contain the correct special link(s), both in the HTML and TEXT versions!

In order to insert a special link for a procedure into your email, click the 'Insert special link' icon.
Under ‘type of link’, select “WebForms”. Now, select the process definition and then choose which
procedure you want to insert a special link for (confirmation / change / unsubscribe / subscribe).
Because no contact-data is stored when sending the confirmation-mail, it is not possible to include
an online-viewer link in the e-mail. For this reason, the click-reports will not work either.
For the confirmation e-mail, both the HTML and text version should include a working confirmation
special link:
Confirm special link example

[webforms=Confirm;CONFIRM=+HSYj9cbMuUnsV9DH+wZrA]

For the final mail, both the HTML and text version should include a working change-link:
Change special link example

[webforms=Change profile;CHANGE=+HSYj9cbMuUnsV9DH+wZrA]

NOTE: When the required special links, as described above, are missing from either the HTML or text
versions of the directmail, Tripolis Dialogue will ignore your custom email and send the default mails
instead. Make sure to include the proper links in both HTML and text versions of your custom mails.
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Custom webform links
You can also use custom webform links to replace the default special links, for example if you want to
provide a personal style in the way your links are rendered.

subscribe
http://public.tripolis.com/forms/gP3trkbLuGPD_+d+DKbkBA/+HSYj9cbMuUnsV9DH+wZrA/webforms.html?e
mail=${contact.email}

change
http://public.tripolis.com/forms/gP3trkbLuGPD_+d+DKbkBA/+HSYj9cbMuUnsV9DH+wZrA/form.html?conta
ctId=${contact.encryptedContactId}

unsubscribe
http://public.tripolis.com/forms/gP3trkbLuGPD_+d+DKbkBA/+HSYj9cbMuUnsV9DH+wZrA/webforms.html?a
ct=unsubscribe&contactId=${contact.encryptedContactId}

New style procedure links

Introduced in version 3.25

On our procedure pages we provide links for several types of form actions e.g.: subscribe, confirm,
change and unsubscribe. The subscribe link uses a form element while the others use link tags. Users
can toggle between URL and HTML code.

Note that the generated links include a rel=”nofollow” attribute to prevent search engines from
following these links or indexing personal data on a change page, in case a recipient shares the email
online.
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REALCAMPAIGN INTEGRATION
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Connecting Dialogue and RealCampaign
To combine the strength of the relational RealCampaign database with the key features of Tripolis
Dialogue, we have built an integration that makes it easy to import contacts from RealCampaign (RC)
into Dialogue (TD).
The first step to connecting RealCampaign and Dialogue is to set up a linked database using the API
token from the RealCampaign tenant.
Groups (in Dialogue) are mapped with Lists (in RealCampaign) these ist contacts are imported during
publication.
The second step is integrating RealCampaign‘s custom objects in your templates through the
realCampaignImporter. This importer function uses the API token set in the linked database and
works similarly to the xmlImporter and the jsonImporter.
A more detailed, step by step, explanation can be found in our 3.26 release notes
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TELL A FRIEND
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What is tell-a-friend?
Tell a friend is the name for the feature that allows a contact to forward a mailing to one or more
acquaintances. Tripolis Dialogue offers a standard way to allow your recipients to use this tell-afriend feature.
A link can be added to your mailing that will redirect the recipient to a TAF webform. On this form,
the contact can enter the contact-data for his friends, after which a new mailing is sent to his/her
friends. This new mailing will be based on a TAF template.
In the TAF context, the contact that initiated the Tell a Friend (TAF) will be referred to as the sender.
The receiver is referred to as the contact.
A TAF special link is available for use in your mailings

[tell_a_friend=tell a friend;href=http://www.uwTAFwebform.com/taf/index.php]
Custom TAF link:

http://www.uwTAFwebform.com?contactId=${contact.encryptedContactId}&jobId=${contact
.encryptedJobId}

Implementing Tell a friend
In order to use the tell a friend functionality, both a TAF HTML and text template are required. The
TAF template determines how the TAF-version of the newsletter will be rendered. Using a TAF
template allows you to give the TAF version a different look, or to leave out articles/content that is
not relevant for the TAF version.
Special links like the unsubscribe link or the online viewer link would be examples of irrelevant
content for TAF mailings.
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There is no online version of the TAF newsletter available, as this would require the TAF contact data
to be stored for use in the online viewer. TAF data, however, is not stored in the Dialogue database
for privacy reasons. It is therefore not available for display in an online viewer.
The TAF link in your newsletter will refer you to a TAF webform. This webform sends appropriate
parameters to Tripolis Dialogue, after which the TAF e-mail(s) is/are sent.

The TAF webform
The webform should be hosted on one of your own hosts, and it should meet a number of
requirements. The form must perform a POST to: http://public.tripolis.com/taf, containing the
following parameters:
•
•
•

cId: The contactId; use the contactId GET parameter to retrieve it’s value.
mId: The jobId; use the jobId GET parameter to retrieve it’s value.
retUrl: The return URL; This is the URL that the contact will be redirected to after filling out
the webform.

The profile-fields
The name that is used for the profile-field parameters is that of the contact database field, followed
by an underscore and a number starting with 1 for the first TAF-contact and 2 for the second contact.
For example: firstname_1, firstname_2, firstname_3 for specifying the firstnames for three
consecutive TAF contacts.
Note: The name of the email parameter is always ‘email_1’ (or email_2,email_3, etc.), even when the
name of the email contact field in your database is different.
Optional:
•
•

subject: The subject of the TAF newsletter. If no subject is specified, the subject of the
original newsletter is used by default.
pN: Personal Note; You can add some personal notes in this field, which can be accessed
from within the TAF template using ${sender.message}.
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A TAF webform example
In the example below you can see the feature being used to send the newsletter to one or two
contacts. PHP is used to fetch the contactId and the jobId.
<form method="post" name="taf" action="http://public.tripolis.com/taf">
<input name="retUrl" type="hidden" value="http://www.tripolis.com" />
<input name="cId" type="hidden" value="<?php print($_GET['contactId']); ?>" />
<input name="mId" type="hidden" value="<?php print($_GET['jobId']); ?>" />
Tell your friend(s) why you find this message interesting:<br />
<textarea name="pN" cols="45" rows="3"></textarea><br /> <br />
Subject:<br />
<input type="text" name="subject" /><br /><br />
Firstname:<br />
<input type="text" name="firstname_1" /><br />
Email:<br />
<input type="text" name="email_1" /><br /><br />
Firstname:<br />
<input type="text" name="firstname_2" /><br />
Email:<br />
<input type="text" name="email_2" /><br /><br />
<input type="submit" value="Submit" />
</form>

TAF Template
In order to use the TAF feature, both an HTML and a TEXT-only template are required. From within
the TAF templates, you can access the sender object. The sender object contains information on the
sender (original recipient) who initiated the TAF. You can access all the database-fields that are
known for this contact.
You can include the personal message using ${sender.message}, when the pN field was specified in
your TAF webform.
It is also possible to merge the other fields that were filled out on your TAF webform. These fields are
available under the contact object.
For example, if a firstname parameter is sent with the form, it’s value can be obtained by using
${contact.firstname}.
You could, for example, include the following code in your TAF template:

"Hi ${contact.firstname!} This e-mail was sent to you on behalf of
${sender.firstname}"
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Tell A Friend Preview
To give the sender of the TAF the opportunity to view the message before it will be sent, there is a
TAF Preview servlet available. You can view the preview when you provide the proper parameters.

TAF Preview webservlet location
http://public.tripolis.com/tafPreview

The following parameters are required for a TAF preview:
•
•
•

The sender’s contact-id, parameter name: cId
When used in templates: ${contact.encryptedContactId}
The e-mail’s jobId, parameter name: mId
When used in templates: ${contact.encryptedJobId}
One or more field-names in the following format: fieldname_1

Optionally, you can include the following parameters:
•
•

The personal note from the sender, parameter name: pN
Which of the given friends the mailing should be previewed for, parameter name: tn
(number)
Example URL

http://public.tripolis.com/tafPreview?cId=Mjg1NjAwNTGMdCDprzC_oXSJhXQCYQWP&mId=MTM5
NzUyNjSMdCDprzC_oRpaAAO2LvZr&email_1=support@tripolis.com&firstname_1=Tripolis&emai
l_2=info@tripolis.com&firstname_2=Dialogue&pN=graag%20breng%20ik%20je%20op%20de%20h
oogte&tn=1
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LAST MAILING SNAPSHOT
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Fetching the last mailing snapshot
Tripolis Dialogue provides a webservlet which allows to display the latest 'snapshot' of an e-mail in
your browser when using the correct parameters.
A mailing snapshot can be requested on the basis of a distribution-group or on an e-mail type. When
using the group parameter, the last snapshot sent to this group is retrieved. When using the e-mail
type parameter, the last snapshot of this email-type is retrieved.
The webservlet URL is:
http://<zone=”td”+number>.tripolis.com/public/lastmailingsnapshot
<zone> can be retrieved from the url (e.g. “td35”) one uses to reach our application.
The following parameters are required:
•
•
•

mt: mailing type (newsletter or email).
scId: encrypted contact Id used to specify the contact used in the preview.
And, depending on whether you are requesting a preview based on group or email-type, the
dId (encrypted Id of the e-mail type) or gId (encrypted Id of the distribution group).

E-mail type encryped Id (dId)
The dId parameter, the encrypted ID of the e-mail type, can be found by selecting the Content option
from within the setup module, and selecting (clicking) the email-type.

After doing this, the encrypted Id of that e-mail type will be visible in the addressbar of your browser.
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Encrypted Id of a contact/distribution group (gId)
The gId parameter, the encrypted Id of a contact-group, can be found by selecting the proper
database in the Contact module, and then clicking the appropriate group.

You can then find the actual encrypted Id in the address bar of your browser:

Encrypted Id of a single contact (scId)
When we want to view the last snapshot based on a contact-Id, we will have to put the encrypted
contact-id in the scId parameter. You can find the encrypted Id by selecting the appropriate contact
in the Contacts module, and then look for it in the address bar of your browser:

Example lastmailingsnapshot URL’s
An example based on contact-group:

http://td35.tripolis.com/public/lastmailingsnapshot?mt=newsletter&gId=NDY0MTE0NjTNQ
vgi9dLTcw&scId=MjY5NDA5MjOMdCDprzC_oXSJhXQCYQWP
An example based on e-mail type:

http://td35.tripolis.com/public/lastmailingsnapshot?mt=newsletter&dId=NjQ5NjQ5NjTOM
KHSuZQHXw&scId=MjY5NDA5MjOMdCDprzC_oXSJhXQCYQWP
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HTML GUIDELINES
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Technical guidelines
•
•
•

•
•

Avoid the use of floats in css, these are very badly supported by various popular emailclients.
Use nested tables for your mailing layout.
Make sure you use the alt, title, height and width attributes on all your <img> tags. This will
make sure the layout will stay in-tact, even when the images are not displayed by the mail
client.
Only use the .gif and .jpg image formats, and make sure you are using the correct
compression.
Always specify the doc-type and content-type:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">
<META http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">

Design/ Deliverability guidelines
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always include a link to the online version of your mailing
Avoid using images as placeholders for article titles, links, etc. Try to keep the size of you
mailing as small as possible.
Make sure your most important content is placed on the top of your mailing, preferably as
far to the left as your layout allows.
Ask your recipients to add the from: address to their whitelist/buddylist/senderlist.
Make sure all links have a target=”_blank” attribute, preventing links to open in the
recipients focused window.
Make sure the unsubscribe-link is clearly visible.
Make sure your server has enough bandwidth to serve the images, if you decide to host your
images externally.

Recommendations / Tips
•
•
•

Test je ontwerp in de preview pane, fullscreen, met plaatjes aan/ uit en in verschillende email clients.
Make sure you test your mailing extensively; use the preview pane, try viewing it fullscreen,
and check if it still works when the images are disabled in the mail client.
Only use css to style text-color and fonts.
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Using CSS in your mails
The following CSS attributes are supported in most popular email-clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

color
font-size
font-style
font-weight
text-align
text-decoration
background-color
border
font-family
font-variant
letter-spacing
line-height
padding
table-layout
text-indent
text-transform

For more details on using CSS from within your mails, see: http://www.campaignmonitor.com/css/
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SMS
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Connect to your own SMS gateway
Connect Dialogue to an alternative SMS gateway using the OneAPI SMS interface. This is the
standard for connecting a SMS gateway to web applications. For more information on OneAPI go to
http://oneapi.gsma.com/
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